This issue marks the end of an era in the *Journal of Organizational and End User Computing*. For the past 17 years, beginning in July 1995, Dr. M. Adam Mahmood has served as Editor-in-Chief of JOEUC. After a successful tenure of offering his professionalism and vision in making JOEUC an internationally-recognized scholarly journal, Dr. Mahmood is stepping down.

To say that Dr. Mahmood has had a tremendous impact on the evolution of this publication would be an understatement. During his reign, through his tireless efforts to attract quality research and oversee and direct an international Editorial Review Board, the journal has attained ISI ranking and is indexed in dozens of respected indices to assist researchers in their discoverability efforts.

When Dr. Mahmood first assumed the editorship, the journal was titled *Journal of End User Computing*. But as the evolution of personal computing became a driver of corporate culture in organizations around the world, Dr. Mahmood recommended that the name of the journal be broadened to reflect the organizational nature of end user computing and its power to drive strategic and competitive advantages for those organizations. In his preface of the first issue after the title change, he wrote: “I have always felt that end users are involved, one way or another, in all information systems that we design, develop and implement. Since information systems are designed for organizations to address some problems or take advantage of some opportunities, and since all organizational systems are designed with end users in mind, it makes sense for us to combine the organizational and end user computing areas.”

This small change of focus elevated JOEUC to a leadership position among scholarly journals in the information systems field. As Dr. Mahmood moves onto other professional endeavors, we wish him well and hope he is as proud of JOEUC as is the staff at IGI Global. Thank you, Dr. Mahmood, for your time and efforts!

IGI Global is very pleased to report that Dr. Tanya McGill, Murdoch University, Australia, will become the new editor beginning with the next issue. She brings a lot of history with JOEUC, serving as an Associate Editor since 2008 and as a member of the Editorial Review Board for several years before that.